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History and Culture in Exegesis: You Can’t Eat a Denarius 
 
Supplemental Materials 
 
For this chapter, there are three sections of supplemental material. Two of them deal with 
word studies, as a form of historical exegesis, and one deals with a more “properly” 
historical-cultural—or even social—issue.  
 
Section one represents an extended presentation of the advantages, dangers and execution 
of word studies. It greatly elaborates on sidebar 5.1 in the textbook, since the scope of the 
textbook does not leave enough room for a more complete treatment.  The supplemental 
material draws from a number of other discussions, especially from James Barr’s famous 
Semantics of Biblical Language (Oxford, 1962). Other sources not only of general 
warnings and suggestions but also of specific examples (only some of which are my own) 
include works by Moisés Silva, Eugene Nida, D. A. Carson, D. A. Black, John Beekman 
and John Callow, and Anthony Thiselton. Those who are familiar with “the literature” 
will recognize the shamelessly liberal borrowing; those who are not familiar with these 
treatments are encouraged to consult the textbook’s bibliography for suggestions on 
further pursuit of this important subject. 
 
Once some fundamental principles have been set out, section one offers a sample word 
study on the term i9lasmo/j “propitiation, expiation, sacrifice” in 1 John. 
 
Section two follows up the presentation in section one. Users are invited to try their hands 
at applying word-study strategy to a half-dozen terms from the letter to Philemon. For 
comparison, my own brief treatments of these terms are provided in the following pages, 
each one emphasizing whatever aspects of word-study technique are suitable to its 
particular case. For the sixth term, gnw&mh “opinion, plan, consent,” a full concordance of 
its occurrences in the LXX and New Testament is also provided. 
 
Section three, finally, takes up the historical-cultural issue of the Roman institution of 
slavery and considers it in connection with the agenda of the letter to Philemon. 



I. Word Studies: Lexicons, Concordances and Cautions 
 
A. Word Studies Can Provide Useful Information Not Otherwise Available to Us. 
 
Theology, the Bible’s message, is described in statements and in clusters of statements, 
not in individual words. That is, the term dikaiosu/nh “righteousness” does not “contain” 
within itself a theology of righteousness. Only the sentences and larger texts using that 
word—and many other words related to it and interacting with it—can express such a 
theology. For this reason, a series of word studies cannot add up to a clear expression of a 
text’s message. Yet, word studies can provide information helpful to us in understanding 
the meaning of sentences and larger stretches of text. 
 
As the textbook frequently emphasizes, there is a mutual, reciprocal (somewhat circular) 
semantic relationship at any given level of textual analysis. This relationship exists, for 
example, between the meaning of a whole book and the meanings of the parts that make 
it up. Likewise, at a “lower” level, the same mutuality and reciprocity exist between the 
meaning of a paragraph and the meanings of its component sentences. That is to say, the 
meaning of a paragraph depends in part on the meaning of its sentences; by the same 
token, the meaning of any of its sentences is in part dependent on the total meaning of the 
paragraph. Not surprisingly then, this is also the case between the meaning of a sentence 
and the meanings of the words that belong to it. This is another way of talking about 
levels of literary context. We can diagram these levels of semantic mutuality like this: 
 

Level 6 Canon    Books 
Level 5 Book  Mutual  & Parts 
Level 4 Part  Reciprocal Sections 
Level 3 Section Semantic Paragraphs 
Level 2 Paragraph Relationship Sentences 
Level 1  Sentences   Words 

 
Some words are “structure words” or function words (conjunctions, prepositions, 
pronouns, etc.). They indicate the relationships within and between units of language. 
Most words, however, are “content words” (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc.). Word 
studies can be done on both types, though it is perhaps the content words that are most 
often studied this way. 
 
Languages tend to be only as specific and unambiguous as they need to be in order to 
ensure communication. Correspondingly, they tend to economize by using the same item 
in several different ways. This means that most words have a range of meanings and 
applications. For example, how many different “meanings” can you think of for the 
English “word” pronounced re4d? What about for the word post? 
 
The ambiguity of language and various other factors can make verbal communication 
tricky. It is not always clear to us what a speaker or writer belonging to our own language 
and culture means by what he or she says. Those of us who are married can testify to this! 
Matters get further complicated when the message comes from another language and 



culture for which there are no living representatives, as is the case with the Bible. Add to 
that situation the fact that even the translations of biblical messages into our own 
language, for many of us, can remain unintelligible. This is often the case with technical, 
theological jargon using words like righteousness, justification, transgression, anointing, 
propitiation, expiation, seven-headed beast from the sea, etc. Some of us may think we 
know what those words mean, although we can be stumped when someone asks us! But 
pity the poor souls who read their Bibles without any understanding of such unfamiliar 
imagery and vocabulary. 
 
That is a dismal enough thought, but what about ordinary words, words which are all too 
familiar? Words like fox, head, poor? In fact, the more familiar the image, the more 
danger there is of our distorting its originally intended sense: we feel no need to check 
beyond our own assurance of familiarity. Consider these examples: 
 

Fox (Lk 13:32): What does Jesus mean when he calls Herod “that fox”? 
Ordinarily when we use the term that way, we mean a person who is sly, crafty or 
sneaky. Is that what first-century Palestinians meant? What does verse 31 suggest 
as a possible alternative? How would we go about testing a hypothesis? 
 
Poor (Mt 5:3; Lk 6:20): How would a conservative Republican Christian interpret 
the word “poor” in these texts? How might the Reverend Jesse Jackson do it? 
How did Jesus (Matthew/Luke) mean it? How can we find out? 
 
Head (Eph 5:22-23): How might a macho, hyper-conservative male-domination 
advocate take the meaning of head here? How might a militant feminist 
Christian? How did Paul mean it? (Check Eph 5:21 and 25 for clues.) 

 
So then, even though mere word studies will not provide us with clear statements of the 
biblical message, the meaning of many biblical texts is obscured by words either strange 
to us or used in ways unfamiliar to us. Word studies can help clarify those words and 
their usage and thereby contribute to our grasp of the sentences and larger texts those 
words belong to. 
 
B. Still, There Are Dangerous Assumptions and Pitfalls to Avoid. 
 
Before we try to solve word-problems like these, however, it is very important to be 
aware of some of the dangers involved. As good reading on these dangers, I recommend 
J. Barr, Semantics of Biblical Language and D. A. Carson, Exegetical Fallacies (chap. 1). 
Good sources for guidance in doing responsible word studies include the short section in 
G. D. Fee, New Testament Exegesis: A Handbook, Black, Linguistics for Students of New 
Testament Greek (chap. 5), and Silva, Biblical Words and their Meaning. (Cf. the 
textbook’s bibliography.) 
 
1. Avoid the dangers of etymologizing. Etymology is the study of words from the 
perspective of their root forms and their historical usage. Webster’s dictionary and others 
like it often give etymological information for words in addition to defining them. This 



kind of information is a favorite with preachers and Bible teachers, because it is easy to 
produce and can sound impressive. But it is also easy to misuse the information in ways 
that obscure or distort the Bible’s message rather than illuminating it. 
 
a. Avoid searching for the “basic, root, or ‘original’ meaning” of a word as if it were 
discoverable, or as if it were relevant even if discovered. For instance, the English word 
nice can be traced back through Middle English (“foolish, stupid”), to Old French (“silly, 
simple”) to Latin nescius, which means “ignorant, incapable.” How helpful is that for 
understanding the modern English sentence She is such a nice person? Or take Paul’s 
words to the Corinthians, urging them to consider him, Cephas, Apollos, etc., as 
u(phre/taj “servants” of Christ (1 Cor 4:1). Some scholars reason that this word is a 
combination of u(po/ “under” and e0re/thj (from e0re/ssw “to row”), meaning an “under-
rower” in a three-tiered Roman galley—like the sort Ben Hur worked on as a slave—and 
thus metaphorically a very lowly sort of servant. While it might have carried that 
meaning in some contexts, most often—even in Classical Greek—it simply meant a 
servant, an assistant, such as an armor-bearer for a warrior. Paul likely did not have 
Greek galleys in mind when he used the word in 1 Corinthians. 
 
b. Similarly, avoid dividing words into their component parts and then adding them up 
again to arrive at the “true” meaning. A frequently cited example is e0kklhsi/a “church,” 
which is said to come from e0k “out” and kale/w “call”; thus, e0kklhsi/a “really” means 
“the called-out ones.” As far as we know, however, no biblical or nonbiblical author ever 
uses the term e0kklhsi/a to mean “the ones called out” of something. We distort the 
Bible’s message when we foist on New Testament writers this clever, but inaccurate, 
interpretation of the word. The church is indeed called out, in some theological sense, but 
the etymology of this word does not prove it. 
 
c. Avoid assuming that only etymologically related words are relevant to each other. For 
instance, ginw&skw, e0piginw&skw, gnw~sij, gnwri/zw (“know, recognize, knowledge, 
make known”) are etymologically related through sharing the morpheme gno* (cf. 
English kno-). But to concentrate only on such words as a way of learning about the New 
Testament “concept” of knowledge would be to miss out on much important information 
provided by other words, which are just as relevant to that idea, maybe even more so. 
Such other words would include oi]da, kardi/a, ble/pw, manqa&nw, suni/hmi, 
katalamba&nw, dokima&zw (“know, heart, see, learn, understand, grasp, test”), etc. Louw 
and Nida’s “domain” dictionary goes a long way toward rectifying this error in traditional 
dictionaries and word studies. 
 
2. Avoid getting language structure confused with thought structure. 
 
a. With respect to a language’s stock of vocabulary: The fact that the Greeks had two 
terms for flesh and body, sa&rc and sw~ma, while Hebrew had only one, bas[ar, does not 
imply that the Hebrews saw no distinction between the body and its constitutive material. 
 
b. With respect to a language’s grammatical structure: It cannot be concluded that God 
is feminine simply because the Hebrew term ruah9 “spirit” is feminine; nor is he 



masculine because he is referred to with a masculine pronoun. Turkish has no gender; 
even its pronouns do not distinguish gender. French, on the other hand, classifies every 
noun as either feminine or masculine. But this does not mean that the French are naturally 
erotic, nor that the Turks cannot tell “the difference.” The fact that pe/tra “rock” in 
Matthew 16:18 is feminine does not mean it cannot refer to Peter, though some anti-
papists have argued this. Some people may wish to argue that Jesus does not refer to 
papal succession in this text, but they cannot legitimately do so based on the gender of 
pe/tra. 
 
3. Avoid getting concepts confused with the words that refer to them. Words refer to 
concepts; they do not contain them. The word qeo/j in the New Testament means the 
same thing there as it does in Plato, “a supernatural, divine being.” Its reference, 
however—what it refers to—is different in the New Testament from what it is in Plato. 
Paul and Jesus use the word to refer to the God of Israel; presumably, Plato did not. 
Reference and meaning are two different things. 
 
Special dangers in this category (according to James Barr) include 
 
a. The “illegitimate totality transfer.” This happens when we look up every occurrence of, 
say, sa&rc “flesh” and assume that the sum total of all its possible meanings is present in 
its every occurrence. The word sa&rc is used in the New Testament to refer to a wide 
variety of “concepts,” some of which are profoundly associated with evil. But that does 
not mean that evil is a necessary attribute of all the concepts to which sa&rc refers (see 
4.a, below). 
 
b. The “illegitimate identity transfer.” This happens when we assume that because two 
items are referred to by the same word, they are essentially the same concept. Or we may 
assume the reverse, that because several words can refer to one item, those words all have 
essentially the same meaning, or that they always refer to the same concept. The 
expressions “morning star” and “evening star” have quite different meanings, even 
though both refer to the planet Venus. The great “Kittel” dictionary (Theological 
Dictionary of the New Testament [10 vols.], or TDNT) is prone to this sort of error, 
especially in its earlier volumes. This leads us to the danger of ignoring context. 
 
4. Avoid ignoring context. 
 
a. In general, the meaning of a given word in a given context will be the least rich 
meaning—the least full meaning—necessary for that word to make sense in that context, 
except in the case of a pun. That is, unless the author is deliberately being coy or is 
simply inept at verbal communication, we can assume that the context will eliminate all 
possible senses but one for a potentially ambiguous item. 
 
b. Thus, taking account of the context in which we find an actual occurrence of a word is 
decisive for determining the word’s meaning in that context. From the range of the 
word’s possible senses (sometimes quite many!), a single context will select the one it 
requires and eliminate all the others. For example, the term Queen Anne: (i) Queen Anne 



had a very nice place to live (as opposed to King Alfred) vs. (ii) Queen Anne is a very 
nice place to live (as opposed to Magnolia). And of course, sentence (ii) makes sense 
only in the context of Seattle, where Queen Anne and Magnolia are separate 
neighborhoods. 
 
Recognizing the city of Seattle as an “extra-textual” context implies that, similarly, the 
context of the listener is also important. The word ku/wn generally means “dog” in Greek. 
But what would Revelation 22:15 mean to people who never use dogs for metaphors? 
They would wonder why poor dogs are grouped with those evildoers. Or what would it 
mean to people who do use dogs in metaphors but only for positive metaphors of 
faithfulness, loyalty and companionship? 
 
c. To sum up, then: Context eliminates possible meanings. It is not so much a matter of 
words containing meanings or concepts, as it is of words referring to meanings or 
concepts. The following symbols and words—water, H2O, de l’eau, agua, mizu, Wasser, 
vatten, u(dw&r —do not “mean” each other, nor do they “contain” the idea of what we 
English speakers call “water.” Rather they all refer to (or can be used to refer to) that 
probably trans-cultural and trans-lingual concept, “water.”  
 
We saw above (with the word post, for example) that one word can have several quite 
different meanings and that this is due to the economizing nature of language. If it were 
not so, every word in the vocabulary of a language would be a technical term, and the 
vocabulary would be hopelessly massive and cumbersome. We would usually not be able 
to say what we wanted to say because we would not know all the necessary words, and 
even if we did, few if any people would be able to understand us because they would not 
be able to remember the meaning of all those words. 
 
As with post, therefore, we can come up with several meanings for any number of words, 
including the following: club, pride, for/four/fore? Which of the possible meanings a 
word actually “has” (that is, “refers to”) in a given context depends on that context. 
Context helps the listener or reader decide which meaning or concept, from among the 
many possible, a word is actually referring to here, in this particular utterance. 
 
Here are some more examples [NOTE: slashes (//) around a word mean “pronounce it 
like this no matter how it’s actually spelled”]:  
 
 The /karz/ got off the /färee/... 
  a. and she flew away. 
  b. and walked all the way home. 
  c. and drove off the dock. 
 
The three “contexts” (a, b, c) each eliminate various possible senses of both nouns. You 
may have to use your imagination, but the point should be clear. Context (a) makes 
/färee/ refer to Tinkerbell or some other tiny winged creature, and /karz/ to a little family 
of “borrower” children named Carr. Context (b)—ignoring undue influence from context 



(a)—suggests that the Carr family were foot passengers on a ferryboat. Context (c), too, 
refers to a ferryboat, but now cars, rather than trucks and motorcycles, are in view. 
 
The same kind of sense-selection process happens with related words occurring in close 
proximity (which is another way of saying “in context”): 
 Ear vs. stalk, silk, tassel, husk, kernel, cob 
 Ear vs. eye, nose, throat, mouth 
 Ear vs. attention, inattention, discernment 
 
And compare John 1:14, “The Word became flesh” with Luke 24:39, “A spirit does not 
have flesh and bones.” How are these two uses of sa&rc different from each other, and 
how can we tell the difference? 
 
C. The Goal of a Word Study Is to Reveal the Options. 
 
The goal of a word study is to reveal not only the options available to the contemporary 
exegete but especially those available to the ancient author. Take the exegete’s case first. 
 
1. The exegete needs to know the various senses a particular word might have.  
 
We can go back to the Greek noun sa&rc. Depending on its context, this term can be 
translated by a wide range of English glosses: flesh, body, sinful nature, human race, 
ethnic group or blood relative, and so on. That is, it can represent a range of semantic 
“senses,” according to need. Although the range of possibilities may be broader than that 
of some other Greek nouns, it is not unlimited. Sa&rc is not used to refer to the notion of 
forgiveness, for example. It is extremely useful, not to say essential, for an exegete to be 
aware of the variety of ways a given word can be used.  
 
BDAG is the tool of choice for getting a grip on this variety. To see what I mean, look up 
the article on sa&rc and browse through it. Of course, any lexicon, including BDAG, 
depends on a concordance for the raw material underlying its conclusions. We can use a 
concordance ourselves to compile our own raw material for a word study. Once we see 
the possibilities, we can begin to analyze how a particular context eliminates possible 
senses, usually all but one. 
 
2. The exegete benefits from knowing what other words the author might have used in 
this context.  
 
It helps in analyzing what an author might have meant by using a particular word, like 
sa&rc, if we can figure out what other words he might have used instead, at least for that 
context. Could he have substituted a!nqrwpoi “human beings”? Or what about a(marti/a 
“sin”? We can learn much about the meaning of a given occurrence of a word if we can 
compile a list (a “paradigm”) of alternative words (or phrases) for that context. Even 
antonyms or words for related ideas are helpful, not just synonyms. One way we define 
what “car” means is to observe that its opposite in a particular context is “truck” rather 
than “stairway” (as in “Take Car 4 to the 37th floor.”). 



 
For seeing a list of potential other words an author might have used, we now have a truly 
useful tool in the “domain” dictionary edited by Louw and Nida. 
 
A word study is not a decisive, foolproof means of answering all our questions. We have 
immediate cause for suspicion if someone says, “Now, in the Greek, this special word 
means . . . .” What word studies do for us is to help us see just what we are dealing with. 
They help us make better decisions than we would have ability to do without them. But 
many other considerations must come into play in the process. The following sample 
study demonstrates this. 
 
D. A Sample Exercise in Using the Tools for a Word Study: Propitiation or Expiation 
or What? 
 
1. Use a variety of translations.  
 
Compare these several different renderings of the Greek term i9lasmo/j in 1 John 2:2 and 
4:10: 
 

KJV: propitiation (also Moffatt, Vulgate) 
RSV: expiation 
NRSV: atoning sacrifice 
Phillips: one who makes personal atonement 
Good News: means by which our sins are forgiven (also Dios llega al hombre) 
Gute Nachricht: offering to take away/forgive our guilt (also Les bonnes nouvelles) 
Louis Segond: expiatory victim 
Living Bible: forgiveness for our sins; that which satisfies God’s wrath/anger 

against our sins; atoning sacrifice 
Luther Bibel: reconciliation for our sins (also Hedegård’s colloquial Swedish 

version) 
Swedish 2000: offering that compensates for our sins 

 
A brief survey of translations, like this one, is itself a handy tool for doing at least part of 
a word study. For one thing, it can provide a useful starting point by highlighting the very 
fact that there is ambiguity in the text and that that ambiguity is associated with the 
possibilities available for a particular word. It also can provide a beginning list of those 
possibilities, that is, a preliminary view of the range of meanings for that word. 
 
2. Use lexicons.  
 
Next we may check the entry for i9lasmo/j in BDAG as the standard New Testament 
Greek lexicon. It offers a great deal besides merely the glosses “expiation” and “sin-
offering,” and the not-too-helpful remark that for 1 John either of these “meanings” is 
possible. A third gloss, “propitiation,” is implied for this word in BDAG’s next entry 
i9lasth/rion, and was in fact included under i9lasmo/j in earlier editions of BDAG. 
 



Lexicons (or “lexica,” the Greek plural) come designed for particular bodies, or corpora 
(Latin plural for corpus), of literature. They list in alphabetical order all of the vocabulary 
for a given corpus, and for each word they usually provide either glosses or definitions—
sometimes both—often without distinguishing them. A definition is a description of the 
meaning of a word, or rather of the concept to which the word can be used to refer. For 
example, a definition for the word knife might be “a small instrument for cutting, made of 
a single blade and a handle.” A gloss, on the other hand, is simply another word—one 
from the same language or from another language (depending on the nature of the lexicon 
or dictionary). For example, a typical English gloss for the Greek word i9kano/j might be 
“sufficient,” whereas its English definition might be “of a nature or quality equal to 
expectation, standard or requirement.” A major advance in BDAG (2000) over its earlier 
English editions (1957, 1979) is its conscious and regular use of definitions. 
 
For i9lasmo/j in 1 John, then, what do we make of these options? What, for instance, is 
the difference between propitiation and expiation? (This question might lead us 
temporarily to an English dictionary like Webster’s, depending on how familiar we are 
with our own language!) What is at stake in choosing between them? How does the 
choice reflect on “John’s” view of God?  
 
3. Use concordances.  
 
A simple concordance search will help us to determine the most likely choice among the 
options the lexicon gives us. It will not necessarily settle the issue forever, but it helps. 
 
Concordances are selective or exhaustive, and alphabetized, lists of the vocabulary for a 
given body (or “corpus”) of literature, the Greek New Testament for instance. Under each 
word’s entry, a concordance lists all (or a selection) of that word’s occurrences in that 
corpus, usually in “canonical” order. In electronic concordances, such as Gramcord, 
BibleWorks or Logos, alphabetization and, to some extent, canonical ordering are not 
necessary. Concordances are extremely useful tools, not only for word studies, but for a 
variety of other kinds of analysis, too—finding the source of a New Testament allusion to 
the Old Testament, for example.  
 
Any good Greek New Testament concordance reveals that the word i9lasmo/j occurs only 
at 1 John 2:2 and 4:10 in the New Testament. Strong’s or Young’s English concordances 
of the Bible will tell us the same thing, only in a more roundabout way. So does BDAG, 
the lexicon. BDAG also tells us whether (and often where) the word occurs in classical 
Greek texts and in the Septuagint (LXX).  

 
The standard lexicon for classical Greek (Liddell, Scott and Jones, or LSJ) lists 
definitions/glosses for i9lasmo/j such as “a means of appeasing, a propitiation, a 
sacrifice.” This focus on anger appeasement perhaps makes sense in pagan religion, 
where gods are conceived of as angry and in need of “propitiation.” 
 
The LXX usage will likely have more in common with the New Testament—and 
specifically Johannine—usage than classical Greek usage will, since the LXX was 



presumably “John’s” Bible. We can find the LXX occurrences of i9lasmo/j, of course, by 
using a concordance for the Septuagint. (The old standard is Hatch and Redpath, but 
similar results are available from computer-based search tools.) 
 
Look up in your English Old Testament the following passages where the LXX uses the 
term i9lasmo/j, remembering that the term will not necessarily always render the same 
Hebrew word. Give yourself a chance to “analyze” them on your own before you consult 
the “results” provided below. If you have Hebrew, check out the Hebrew originals here. 

 
  Leviticus 25:9 
  Numbers 5:8 
  Psalm 130:4 
  Ezekiel 44:27 
  Amos 8:14 
  Daniel 9:9 
  1 Chronicles 28:20 
 
  *   *   * 
 



4. Analyze the results of a concordance search.  
 
Keep in mind that the LXX contains widely varying translation styles. This means that 
the usage of any given Greek word in the LXX will not necessarily be matched one-to-
one with a corresponding Hebrew word in the Masoretic Text (MT; the text of the Old 
Testament as preserved in most current Hebrew Bibles). This is certainly true of 
i9lasmo/j. In fact, just in the “canonical” portion of the Old Testament the seven 
occurrences of the word translate four different Hebrew terms, and behind one of these 
seven there is no Hebrew text at all. (In the Apocrypha, or “deutero-canonical” portion of 
the Old Testament, the term occurs only in 2 Macc 3:33, which does not exist in an 
“original” Hebrew version.) 
 

Leviticus 25:9 and Numbers 5:8 both use i9lasmo/j (singular) to translate the word 
Myrp@k (kippurim) “atonement” as in “Day of Atonement” and “ram of 
atonement.” 
 
Psalm 129 (130):4 translates the Hebrew term hxyls (selih9ah) as “pardon, 
forgiveness.” The plural oi9 i9lasmoi/ is used in Theodotion’s second-century 
revision of Daniel 9:9 LXX to translate the same term. 
 
Ezekiel 44:27 uses the word to translate the Hebrew term h)+@x (h9attah) “sin, 
transgression” in the sense of offering for sin, that is, “sin-offering, atonement.” 
 
Amos 8:14 translates (or mistranslates?) the Hebrew hm#$) (as/mah) “idol, guilt, 
shame,” used ironically to refer to the goddess Ashera of Samaria. 
 
The word i9lasmo/j also appears in a longer ending to 1 Chronicles 28:20, found 
in some LXX manuscripts. But there is no known Hebrew text behind it. It occurs 
there in the expression “house of atonement,” referring to the temple that 
Solomon would build. 
 

So, what can we conclude from the use of i9lasmo/j in the LXX? It has an abstract sense 
of “atonement” (as in “Day of...” [Lev 25:9] or “ram of...” [Num 5:8]). This same 
abstract notion may be seen in both 2 Maccabees 3:33 (where a priest “makes 
atonement”) and in a v.l. (varia lectio, “variant reading”) for 1 Chronicles 28:20, 
referring to Solomon’s (future) temple as the “house of atonement.” The word can also be 
used in a concrete sense of the physically visible, tangible offering to restore relations 
with God (for a defiled priest, Ezek 44:27). It can likewise be used to refer to the abstract 
mercy or forgiveness of God in contrast to human iniquity (Ps 129 [130]:4), and in 
describing God’s nature, as in Theodotion’s revision of Daniel 9:9. Amos 8:14 appears to 
be a mistranslation based on a misunderstanding of Amos’ sense of irony, and it can be 
ignored. 
 
5. Use “theological dictionaries” and other resources.  
 



We could also at this point do several more things, such as checking appropriate articles 
in the “Kittel” theological dictionary and the New International Dictionary of New 
Testament Theology, edited by Colin Brown. We could consider other words closely 
related to i9lasmo/j (both etymologically and—using, e.g., Louw and Nida—
semantically), and we could consult various monographs (e.g., L. Morris, Apostolic 
Preaching of the Cross) and any number of journal articles. 

 
Theological dictionaries can be excellent sources of an enormous amount of information. 
They can also be misleading, because they are based on the mistaken notion that theology 
can be discerned through word studies. Use them with care, remembering to keep in mind 
the cautions and pitfalls discussed above, and above all to return always to the “sense-
restricting” context you are actually dealing with. 
 
6. Draw some conclusions for your particular context.  
 
Given what we have so far, what can we say about the way the term i9lasmo/j is used in 1 
John 2:2 and 4:10? Always, the question needs to return to the context from which it 
arose. Moisés Silva (Biblical Words and Their Meaning) reminds us that context is a 
multifaceted phenomenon, like a set of concentric circles. Like ripples from a stone 
dropped in a pond, these circles of context move outward from the immediate sentence or 
paragraph, to the section or chapter, to the book, to the New Testament as a whole, to the 
general cultural-religious environment (including particularly the Old Testament). The 
rule of thumb about this is that the smaller the contextual circles are, the more crucial 
they are for the meaning of elements within them. 
 
It looks as if all three major LXX senses for i9lasmo/j appear among the various 
translations listed above under C.1. Only one of them, however, compares well with the 
uses of the term in 1 John. Two features of the wording in those two New Testament texts 
are contextually significant. For one thing, it is Jesus the man, the person, who is said to 
be the i9lasmo/j for our sins. Second, the text says that God sent him to be the i9lasmo/j 
for our sins. These two facts suggest that the concrete sense of a physically visible, 
tangible offering for sin is the most appropriate meaning in 1 John. I used to think that 
“atonement,” as in the expression “ram of atonement,” was a better fit, until I realized 
that in that expression, while “ram” corresponds to Jesus as a living being, the term 
i9lasmo/j refers to the abstract concept, and not to the ram itself. But in 1 John, the word 
i9lasmo/j refers precisely to Jesus as the sacrificial offering, the “thing” offered. This 
immediate context, this “smallest contextual circle,” is the most important factor to 
consider in narrowing the choices for the sense of i9lasmo/j here. 
 
So although there is much more we could consider, we can probably say with some 
confidence that the best gloss of the term in 1 John 2:2, 4:10 is “sacrificial offering.” An 
appropriate definition for the word in this context—that is, the concept to which it refers 
there—might be: “that which is offered sacrificially to a deity in consideration of 
something.” In this case, the “something in consideration of which” is further specified 
with peri/ as “our sins and the sins of the whole world.” 
 



As abstract notions, however, neither “expiation” nor “propitiation” fits better here than 
“sacrificial offering” does. Indeed, the fact that it is God’s own idea, arising out of his 
love for us, that he sends his Son to be that sacrificial offering suggests that “propitiation” 
is less appropriate than “expiation.” But in this context, that debate is probably moot. 
Amazingly, a lot of intellectual “blood” has been spilled over whether “expiation” or 
“propitiation” is truer to the Word of God—unnecessarily for this text, anyway, as it 
seems to me. In this regard, it is intriguing that the RSV, which in 1952 so provocatively 
introduced “expiation” in place of the KJV’s “propitiation,” has now evolved into the 
NRSV, which uses the more contextually appropriate “atoning sacrifice.” 
 
 



II. Word-Study Process Applied to Philemon 8-16 
 
Several words in this text might be regarded as needing further attention. The Greek term 
is followed by its gloss in the NRSV: 
 
1. parrhsi/a “[I am] bold [enough]” (v. 8): What is the precise nuance in this 

context? 
 
2. presbu/thj “an old man” (v. 9): What is the point here of Paul’s calling himself 

an old man?  
 
3. a1xrhstoj “useless” and eu1xrhstoj “useful” (v. 11): Their connection with the 

name  0Onh/simoj [meaning “useful”]? 
 
4. parakalei=n peri/ “appeal for,” a)nape/mpein “send back”(vv. 10, 12): Technical, 

legal terms? 
 
5. sa/rc “flesh” (v. 16): What sense of sa/rc? 
 
6. gnw&mh “consent” (v. 14): What is the precise nuance in this context? 
 
Select one or more of these six “word-study problems” and apply whatever techniques 
you need for solving them, using hints from the preceding discussion. When you are 
ready, compare your results with the suggested solutions on the following pages. Note 
that for problem 6, a full biblical concordance for the word gnw&mh is offered below. Help 
yourself. 



Here are suggested solutions to the problems posed on the preceding page. 
 
1. parrhsi/a is used in the New Testament and LXX in the senses of “openness,” 

“frankness,” “boldness” and “confidence.” Here in Philemon 8 it forms part of the 
contrast between Paul’s commanding Philemon in parrhsi/a and his appealing 
to him on the basis of love. This seems to call for a sense of “boldness” or 
“confidence,” such that Paul has full confidence in his right simply to command 
Philemon to receive Onesimus as a brother. The “clue” lies in the meaning of the 
alternative approach Paul proposes as possible. 

 
2. There is speculation either that the text has changed in verse 9 from reading 

presbeuth/j “ambassador” to reading presbu/thj “old man,” or that the latter is 
simply a misspelling of the former. Yet, it is hard to see how the reading 
“ambassador” advances the argument (that is, it can make sense here, but how 
does it function in the argument?). On the other hand, there is no other sense 
available for presbu/thj than “old man.” Thus the question about Paul’s point in 
referring to himself as an old man here cannot be answered on the basis of a word 
study. 

 
3. Since the name  0Onh/simoj is simply a word for “useful, profitable” (though it 

does not appear as the ordinary word in the LXX, New Testament or the other 
early Christian literature surveyed by BDAG), it appears that the use of the terms 
a1xrhstoj “useless” and eu1xrhstoj “useful” are intended as puns or wordplays 
on Onesimus’ name. It would be interesting to know why the word o0nh/simoj is 
not used in our literature (except for the implied sense here). It may also be that 
Paul is playing on the similarity between the sounds of a1*eu1xrhstoj (both from 
xrhsto/j “useful, beneficial”) and Xristo/j “Christ,” but that seems less likely 
to me. 

 
4. See reference to this in A. Patzia, “Philemon, Letter to,” DPL 704-5, and see also 

the article on a)nape/mpein “send up/back” in BDAG. This verb may imply that 
Paul is keeping Onesimus with him and just sending Philemon a letter requesting 
his consent (see S. Winter, New Testament Studies 33 [1987] 1-15), as if o4n 
a)ne/pempya/ soi, au)to/n . . . should be rendered, “whose case I now refer to you.” 

 
5. See the article on “Flesh,” DPL 303-6, where sa/rc in Philemon 16 is understood 

as referring to standard human social relationships (p. 304). 
 
6. See below, the end of the file, for a complete concordance of LXX and New 

Testament occurrences of gnw&mh. BDAG provides occurrences from other early 
Christian literature. 

 
 In the LXX, the term gnw&mh occurs most frequently in Ezra (Esdras II in the 

LXX, Rahlfs edition) 4-7 (18x), mostly in the sense of an official, royal decree or 
divine will (usually as object of the verb ti/qhmi “make”). [It is worth noting that 
all these LXX Ezra texts correspond to the “original” Aramaic portions of the 



book, not to the Hebrew.] Outside of Ezra (5x), it carries the sense of “plan,” 
“scheme,” “advice.” 

 
 In the Old Testament Apocrypha (LXX), the word is used in a range of senses, 

from “judgment” to “mind,” “opinion,” “preference,” “resolve,” “consent,” but 
with no instances of Ezra’s “royal decree.” Two particularly noteworthy 
occurrences appear at 1 Esdras 6:21 and 7:5; there the rebuilding of the city of 
Jerusalem is said to progress meta_ th=j gnw&mhj Ku/rou [etc.] tou= basile/wj 
“with the consent of Cyrus the King.” This seems to correspond with Paul’s use in 
Philemon 14 with xwri/j: “with/without consent/knowledge.” Similarly, consider 
2 Maccabees 4:39: meta_ th=j tou= Menela/ou gnw&mhj “with the consent of 
Menelaus.” Only, here a negative note may be implied: “connivance.” 

 
 In the New Testament the sense of gnw&mh ranges from “opinion, judgment,” to 

“intention, purpose,” to “good opinion, consent.” Philemon’s consent is most 
likely what Paul is lacking in his desire to keep Onesimus with him to serve him 
in his bonds. 

 
 Louw and Nida’s domain dictionary suggests both “opinion” and “consent” as 

possibilities for Philemon 14, preferring “opinion” (1:366-67). However, if Paul 
desired to keep Onesimus with himself but would not do so without consulting 
Philemon, are we to imagine that Paul only wanted to know what Philemon 
thought about it, and that even if Philemon was opposed to the idea, Paul would 
have asked him to return Onesimus anyway? It seems more likely that Paul would 
not have insisted on Onesimus’ services if Philemon had not consented. 

 
 Assuming this is so, we can also consider other vocabulary of “consent, 

agreement” listed in Louw and Nida (1:367-69). According to them, gnw&mh is 
one of four abstract nouns among the sixteen items listed, the others being verbs, 
adverbs or agent nouns. Thus, for this particular syntactical situation, only four 
items (in New Testament vocabulary) were available: gnw&mh, sumfw&nhsij 
(“agreement” 2 Cor 6:15), (to;) su/mfwnon (“agreement” 1 Cor 7:5), and 
sugkata/qesij (“agreement” 2 Cor 6:16). Apparently, Paul uses gnw&mh 
because of its focus on knowledge, as opposed to the process of coming to 
agreement or the harmonious relationship implied in the others. This does not 
mean that he hemmed and hawed over which word to use; likely, he didn’t give it 
a moment’s thought. 

 
 



III. Historical-Cultural Question Applied to Philemon 8-16 
 
What would be an important historical-cultural issue to investigate in connection with 
Philemon? On the larger historical-cultural backdrop, the issues of slavery and 
manumission in the Roman world would be obvious candidates. On the more immediate 
level of the circumstances lying directly behind the letter to Philemon, this would 
translate into the sociological implications Paul’s request would have for the situation 
reflected there. 
 
Articles in DPL on slavery and social settings provide both general information and 
suggestions for further exploration of these questions. Some helpful historical-cultural 
perspectives gleaned from those articles include the following: 
 
1. In the New Testament period, approximately 85-90 percent of the population of 

peninsular Italy, and probably of the rest of the Empire, consisted of slaves or 
persons of slave origin. 

 
2. Slaves were granted many rights by law, including the right to accumulate money 

of their own, the right to seek outside support in disputes with masters and the 
right to marry. 

 
3. According to Roman statesman Cicero (first century B.C.), slaves could expect to 

be set free within seven years, or at least by age thirty, and most were then 
granted Roman citizenship. 

 
4. “Households” mentioned in the New Testament doubtless consisted to a large 

degree of slaves and other retainers, as well as the “family” proper. These 
households were usually under the control of the paterfamilias. 

 
5. It was illegal to harbor runaway slaves; they were required to be returned to their 

rightful owners. (Is this what Paul means in v. 12 by a)ne/pemya “I have sent [him] 
back”?) 

 
From these few hints we can picture Philemon’s household in Colossae as probably a 
wealthy one with more slaves than Onesimus alone. Onesimus had apparently incurred 
his master’s wrath somehow and thus possibly fled to find a go-between in Paul, whom 
he may have got to know earlier when Paul was in Ephesus. (Alternatively, having run 
away, he may have accidentally come into contact with Paul, who just happened to know 
his master.) Asking Paul to serve as an intercessor would have been his (Onesimus’s) 
right by law—and he may have known it. Paul appears to be urging Philemon to manumit 
Onesimus into Paul’s service in the gospel. There may be ironic overtones of Christ’s 
manumission of Philemon (through Paul) from slavery to sin and death. At any rate, 
house-churches would have included slave and free, male and female, perhaps Jew and 
Gentile, and so on. Yet there would be no guarantee that the ideal values of the gospel 
that break down the barriers of social strata would have been fully realized in every 



Christian household, if in any. Onesimus would still very much have been at the mercy of 
Philemon. 
 
J. M. G. Barclay argues that the fact that Paul is completely vague and ambiguous about 
what exactly he wants Philemon to do for Onesimus implies that Paul was unwilling to 
come right out and suggest that Philemon set Onesimus free. Paul was well aware of the 
awkward social implications that action would have had for Philemon and his household, 
not to mention for the church that met in Philemon’s house. Not knowing which was 
better, to manumit or not, Paul counseled neither, leaving it to the Spirit to interpret for 
Philemon what treating Onesimus in a Christ-like manner would mean in this particular 
case (“Paul, Philemon and the Dilemma of Christian Slave-Ownership,” New Testament 
Studies 37 (1991) 161-86). 
 
Sara Winter (NTS 33 [1987]: 1-15) believes that the concentration of legal terminology in 
Philemon supports the theory that Philemon’s congregation sent Onesimus to Paul in 
Ephesus to help him in his house arrest. Paul now requests Philemon for Onesimus (not 
about him, v. 10), asking that Onesimus be manumitted so that Paul may keep Onesimus 
with him as a fellow minister in the gospel at Ephesus, thus asking Philemon to “accept” 
(v. 17) Onesimus as a fellow socius (member) in the societas (koinwni/a “organization”) 
which Paul, Philemon and others had formed for the ministry of the gospel. Although 
Paul preferred to keep Onesimus with him in this way, he also decided to get Philemon’s 
consent (vv. 13-14). But he did not send Onesimus back with the letter; he merely used 
the letter to “refer (a)ne/pemya) his case.” This is an interesting theory, but it does not 
easily explain the “offense” which Onesimus has apparently been to Philemon, and it 
clashes with Colossians 4:9, though not insurmountably. 



Concordance to LXX and New Testament Occurrences of gnw&mh 
 
1Es 6:21 kai\ e0a&n eu9ri/skhtai meta_ th=j 
gnw&mhj Ku/rou tou= basile/wj genome/nhn 
th=n oi0kodomh\n tou= oi1kou kuri/ou tou= e0n 
Ierousalhm kai\ kri/nhtai tw~| kuri/w| 
basilei= h9mw~n prosfwnhsa&tw h9mi=n 
peri\ tou/twn 
 
1Es 7:5 kai/ meta_ th=j gnw&mhj Ku/rou kai\ 
Darei/ou kai\  0Artace/rcou basile/wj 
Persw~n sunetele/sqh o9 oi]koj o9 a#gioj 
e3wj tri/thj kai\ ei0ka/doj mhno\j Adar 
tou= e3ktou e1touj basile/wj Darei/ou 
 
Ezr 4:19 kai\ par’ e0mou= e0te/qh gnw&mhj 
kai\ e0peskeya&meqa kai\ eu3ramen o3ti h9 
po/lij e0kei/nh a0f’ h9merw~n ai0w~noj e0pi\ 
basilei=j e0pai/retai kai\ a0posta&seij kai\ 
fuga&dia gi/nontai e0n au0th=| 
 
21     kai\ nu/n qe/te gnw&mhn katargh=sai 
tou\j a1ndraj e0kei/nouj kai\ h9 po/lij 
e0kei/nh ou0k oi0kodomhqh/setai e1ti o3pwj 
a)po\ th=j gnw&mhj 
 
Ezr 5:3 e0n au0tw|~ tw~| kairw~| h]lqen e0p’ 
au0tou\j Qanqanai e1parxoj pe/ran tou= 
potamou= kai\ Saqarbouzana kai\ oi9 
su/ndouloi au0tw~n kai\ toi=a ei]pan 
au0toi=j ti/j e1qhken u9mi=n gnw&mhn tou= 
oi0kodomh=sai to\n oi]kon tou=ton kai\ th\n 
xorhgi/an tau/thn katarti/sasqai 
5  kai\ oi9 o0fqalmoi\ tou= qeou= e0pi\ th\n 
ai0xmalwsi/an  Iou/da kai\ ou0 
kath/rghsan au0tou/j e3wj gnw&mh tw|~ 
Darei/w| a0phne/xqh kai\ to/te a0pesta/lh 
tw|~ forolo/gw| u9pe\r tou/tou 
  
9   to/te h0rwth/samen tou\j 
presbute/rouj e0keinouj kai\ ou3twj 
ei1pamen au0toi=j ti/j e1qhken u9mi=n gnw&mhn 
to\n oi]kon tou=ton oi0kodomh=sai kai\ th\n 
xorhgi/an tau/thn katarti/sasqai 
13 all’ e0n e1tei prw&tw| Ku/rou tou= 
basile/wj Ku=roj o9 basileu\j e1qeto 
gnw&mhn to\n oi]kon tou= qeou= tou=ton 

1Es 6:22 if it is found that the building of 
the house of the Lord in Jerusalem was 
done with the consent of King Cyrus, and 
if it is approved by our lord the king, let 
him send us directions concerning these 
things.” 
 
1Es 7:4-5 So with the consent of Cyrus 
and Darius and Artaxerxes, kings of the 
Persians, the holy house was finished by 
the twenty-third day of the month of Adar, 
in the sixth year of King Darius. 
 
Ezr 4:19 So I made a decree, and someone 
searched and discovered that this city has 
risen against kings from long ago, and that 
rebellion and sedition have been made in it. 
 
 21 Therefore issue an order that these 
people be made to cease, and that this city 
not be rebuilt, until I make a decree. 
 
 
Ezr 5:3 At the same time Tattenai the 
governor of the province Beyond the River 
and Shethar-bozenai and their associates 
came to them and spoke to them thus, 
“Who gave you a decree to build this 
house and to finish this structure?” 
 
 5 But the eye of their God was upon the 
elders of the Jews, and they did not stop 
them until a report reached Darius and 
then answer was returned by letter in reply 
to it. 
 
 9 Then we spoke to those elders and asked 
them, ‘Who gave you a decree to build this 
house and to finish this structure?’ 
 
 
 13 However, King Cyrus of Babylon, in the 
first year of his reign, made a decree that 
this house of God should be rebuilt. 



oi0kodomhqh=nai 
717  kai\ nu=n ei0 e0pi\ to\n basile/a a0gaqo/n 
e0piskeph/tw e0n oi1kw| th=j ga/zhj tou= 
basile/wj Babulw~noj o3pwj gnw|~j o3ti 
a0po\ basile/wj Ku/rou e0te/qh gnw/mh 
oi0kodomh/sai to\n oi]kon tou= qeou= e0kei=non 
to\n e0n Ierousalhm kai\ gnou\j o9 basileu\j 
peri\ tou/tou pemya/tw pro\j h9ma=j 
 
Ezr 6:1 to/te Darei=oj o9 basileu\j e1qhken 
gnw&mhn kai\ e0peske/yato e0n tai=j 
biblioqh/kaij o3pou h9 ga/za kei=tai e0n 
Babulw~ni 
 3  e0n e1tei prw&tw| Ku/rou basile/wj 
Ku=roj o9 basileu\j e1qhken gnw&mhn peri\ 
oi1kou tou= qeou= tou= e0n Ierousalh\m oi]koj 
oi0kodomhqh/tw kai\ to/poj ou[ 
qusia/zousin ta\ qusia/smata kai\ e1qhken 
e1parma u3yoj ph/xeij e9ch/konta pla/toj 
au0tou= ph/xewn e9ch/konta 
8 kai\ a0p’ e0mou= e0te/qh gnw&mh mh/pote/ ti 
poih/shte meta\ tw~n presbute/rwn tw~n 
Ioudai/wn tou= oi0kodomh=sai oi1kon tou= 
qeou= e0kei=non kai\ a0po\ u9parxo/ntwn 
basile/wj tw~n fo/rwn pe/ran tou= 
potamou= e0pimelw~j dapa/nh e1stw 
didome/nh toi=j andra/sin e0kei/noij to\ mh\ 
katarghqh=nai 
 
11  kai\ a0p’ e0mou= e0te/qh gnw&mh o3ti pa=j 
a1nqrwpoj o4j a0lla/cei to\ r9h=ma tou=to 
kaqaireqh/setai cu/lon e0k th=j oi0ki/aj 
au0tou= kai\ w0rqwme/noj pagh/setai e0p’ 
au0tou= kai\ o9 oi]koj au0tou= to\ kat’ e0me\ 
poihqh/setai 
12  kai\ o0 qeo/j ou[ kataskhnoi= to\ o1noma 
e0kei= katastre/yei pa/nta basile/a kai\ 
lao/n o4j e0ktenei= th\n xei=ra au0tou= 
a0lla/cai h9 a0fani/sai to\n oi]kon tou= qeou= 
e0kei=non to\n e0n Ierousalhm e0gw_ Darei=oj 
e1qhka gnw&mhn e0pimelw~j e1stai 
 14 kai\ oi9 presbu/teroi tw~n Ioudai/wn 
w(|kodomou=san kai\ oi9 Leui=tai e0n 
profhtei/a|  Aggaiou tou= profh/tou kai\ 
Zaxariou ui9ou=   Addw kai\ 
a0nw|kodo/mhsan kai\ kathrti/santo a0po\ 
gnw&mhj qeou= Israhl kai\ a0po\ gnw&mhj 
Ku/rou kai\ Dareiou kai\ Arqasasqa 

  
17 And now, if it seems good to the king, 
have a search made in the royal archives 
there in Babylon, to see whether a decree 
was issued by King Cyrus for the 
rebuilding of this house of God in 
Jerusalem. Let the king send us his 
pleasure in this matter.” 
 
Ezr 6:1 Then King Darius made a decree, 
and they searched the archives where the 
documents were stored in Babylon. 
 
 3 In the first year of his reign, King Cyrus 
issued a decree: Concerning the house of 
God at Jerusalem, let the house be rebuilt, 
the place where sacrifices are offered and 
burnt offerings are brought; its height shall 
be sixty cubits and its width sixty cubits, 
 8 Moreover I make a decree regarding 
what you shall do for these elders of the 
Jews for the rebuilding of this house of 
God: the cost is to be paid to these people, 
in full and without delay, from the royal 
revenue, the tribute of the province Beyond 
the River. 
  
 

11 Furthermore I decree that if anyone 
alters this edict, a beam shall be pulled out 
of the house of the perpetrator, who then 
shall be impaled on it. The house shall be 
made a dunghill. 
  
12 May the God who has established his 
name there overthrow any king or people 
that shall put forth a hand to alter this, or to 
destroy this house of God in Jerusalem. I, 
Darius, make a decree; let it be done with 
all diligence.” 
 14 So the elders of the Jews built and 
prospered, through the prophesying of the 
prophet Haggai and Zechariah son of Iddo. 
They finished their building by command 
of the God of Israel and by decree of 
Cyrus, Darius, and King Artaxerxes of 



basile/wn Persw~n 
 
Ezr 7:13 a0p’ e0mou= e0te/qh gnw&mh o3ti pa=j 
o9 e9kousiazo/menoj e0n basilei/a| mou a0po\ 
laou= Israhl kai\ i9ere/wn kai\ Leuitw~n 
poreuqh=nai ei0j Ierousalhm meta\ sou= 
poreuqh=nai 
  
21  kai\ a0p’ e0mou= e0gw_ Arqasasqa 
basileu/j e1qhka gnw&mhn pa/saij tai=j 
ga/zaij tai=j e0n pe/ra tou= potamou= o3ti 
pa=n o9 a2n ai0th/sh| u9ma=j Esdraj o9 i9ereu\j 
kai\ grammateu\j tou= no/mou tou= qeou= tou= 
ou0ranou= e9toi/mwj gigne/sqw 
23  pa~n o9 e0stin e9n gnw&mh| qeou= tou= 
ou0ranou= gigne/sqw prose/xete mh/ tij 
e0pixeirh/sh| ei0j oi1kon qeou= tou= ou0ranou= 
mh/pote ge/nhtai o0rgh\ e0pi\ th\n basilei/an 
tou= basile/wj kai\ tw~n uiw~n autou= 
 
2Ma 4:39 genome/nwn de\ pollw~n 
i9erosulhma&twn kata\ th\n po/lin u9po\ 
tou= Lusima/cou meta\ th=j tou= Menela&ou 
gnw&mhj kai\ diadoqei/shj e1cw th=j fh/mhj 
e0pisunh/xqh to\ plh=qoj e0pi\ to\n 
Lusi/maxon xruswma/twn h1dh pollw~n 
dienhnegme/nwn 
2Ma 9:20 ei0 e1rrwsqe kai\ ta\ te/kna kai\ 
ta\ i1dia kata\ gnw&mhn e0sti\n u9mi=n ei0j 
ou0rano\n th\n e0lpi/da e1xwn 
2Ma 11:37 dio\ speu/sate kai\ pe/myate/ 
tinaj o3pwj kai\ h9mei=j e0pignw~men 
o9poi/aj e0ste\ gnw&mhj 
2Ma 14:20 plei/onoj de\ genome/nhj peri\ 
tou/twn e0piske/yewj kai\ tou= h9goume/nou 
toi=j plh/qesin a0nakoinwsame/nou kai\ 
fanei/shj o9moyh/fou gnw&mhj e0pe/neusan 
tai=j sunqh/kaij 
4Ma 9:27 w9j d’ ei0 fagei=n bou/loito 
pri\n basani/zesqai punqano/menoi th\n 
eu0genh= gnw&mhn h1kousan 
Psa 82:4 e0pi\ to\n lao/n sou 
katepanourgeu/santo gnw&mhn kai\ 
e0bouleu/santo kata_ tw=n a9gi/wn sou 
Pro 2:16 tou= makra/n se poih=sai a0po\ 
o9dou= eu0qei/aj kai\ a0llo/trion th=j 
dikai/aj gnw&mhj 

Persia; 
 
Ezr 7:13 I decree that any of the people of 
Israel or their priests or Levites in my 
kingdom who freely offers to go to 
Jerusalem may go with you. 
 
 
 21 “I, King Artaxerxes, decree to all the 
treasurers in the province Beyond the 
River: Whatever the priest Ezra, the scribe 
of the law of the God of heaven, requires of 
you, let it be done with all diligence, 
  
23 Whatever is commanded by the God of 
heaven, let it be done with zeal for the 
house of the God of heaven, or wrath will 
come upon the realm of the king and his 
heirs. 
2Ma 4:39 When many acts of sacrilege had 
been committed in the city by Lysimachus 
with the connivance of Menelaus, and 
when report of them had spread abroad, the 
populace gathered against Lysimachus, 
because many of the gold vessels had 
already been stolen. 
 
2Ma 9:20 If you and your children are well 
and your affairs are as you wish, I am glad. 
As my hope is in heaven, 
2Ma 11:37 Therefore make haste and send 
messengers so that we may have your 
judgment. 
2Ma 14:20 When the terms had been fully 
considered, and the leader had informed the 
people, and it had appeared that they were 
of one mind, they agreed to the covenant. 
4Ma 9:27 Before torturing him, they 
inquired if he were willing to eat, and they 
heard his noble decision. 
Psa 83:3 They lay crafty plans against 
your people; they consult together against 
those you protect. 
Pro 2:16 You will be saved from the loose 
woman, from the adulteress with her 
smooth words [Note: the LXX translates 



 
 
 
 
Pro 12:26 e0pignw&mwn di/kaioj e9autou= 
fi/loj e1stai ai9 de\ gnw~mai tw~n a0sebw~n 
a0nepieikei=j a9marta/nontaj 
katadiw&cetai kaka/ h9 de\ o9do\j tw~n 
a0sebw~n planh/sei au0tou/j 
 
Wis 7:15 e0moi\ de\ dw&|h o9 qeo\j ei0pei=n kata\ 
gnw&mhn kai\ e0nqumhqh=nai a0ci/wj tw~n 
dedome/nwn o3ti au0to\j kai\ th=j sofi/aj 
o9dhgo/j e0stin kai\ tw~n sofw~n 
diorqwth/j 
 
Sir 6:23 a1kouson te/knon kai\ e1kdecai 
gnw&mhn mou kai\ mh\ a0panai/nou th\n 
sumbouli/an mou 
 
Dan 2:14 to/te Danihl ei]pe boulh\n kai\ 
gnw&mhn h4n ei]xen Ariw&xh| tw~| 
a0rximagei/rw| tou= basile/wj w|~ 
prose/tacen e0cagagei=n tou\j sofista\j 
th=j Babulwni/aj 
Dan 6:5 o3te de\ e0bouleu/sato o9 basileu\j 
katasth=sai to\n Danihl e0pi\ pa/shj th=j 
basilei/aj au0tou= to/te boulh\n kai\ 
gnw&mhn e0bouleu/santo e0n e9autoi=j oi9 du/o 
neani/skoi pro\j a0llh/louj le/gontej e0pei\ 
ou0demi/an a9marti/an ou0de\ a1gnoian 
hu3riskon kata\ tou= Danihl peri\ h[j 
kathgorh/sousin au0tou= pro\j to\n 
basile/a 
 
Dat 2:14 to/te Danihl a0pekri/qh boulh\n 
kai\ gnw&mhn tw~| Ariwx tw~| 
a0rximagei/rw| tou= basile/wj o4j e0ch=lqen 
a0nairei=n tou\j sofou\j Babulw~noj 
 15  a1rcwn tou= basile/wj peri\ ti/noj 
e0ch=lqen h9 gnw&mh h9 a)naidh\j e0k 
prosw&pou tou= basile/wj e0gnw&risen de\ 
to\ r(hma Ariwx tw~| Danihl 
 
Act 20:3 poih/saj te mh=naj trei=j 
genome/nhj e0piboulh=j au0tw~| u9po\ tw~n 
0Ioudai/wn me/llonti a)na&gesqai ei0j th\n 

this verse, “to take you far from the straight 
way and make you a stranger to righteous 
advice”] 
 
Pro 12:26 The righteous gives good advice 
to friends, but the way of the wicked leads 
astray. 
 
 
 
Wis 7:15 May God grant me to speak with 
judgment, and to have thoughts worthy of 
what I have received; for he is the guide 
even of wisdom and the corrector of the 
wise. 
 
Sir 6:23 Listen, my child, and accept my 
judgment; do not reject my counsel. 
 
 
Dan 2:14 Then Daniel responded with 
prudence and discretion to Arioch, the 
king’s chief executioner, who had gone out 
to execute the wise men of Babylon; 
 
Dan 6:4 So the presidents and the satraps 
tried [add: “prudently and discreetly”] to 
find grounds for complaint against Daniel 
in connection with the kingdom. But they 
could find no grounds for complaint or any 
corruption, because he was faithful, and no 
negligence or corruption could be found in 
him. 
 
 
 
[Dat refers to the second century AD 
revision of Daniel LXX by Theodotion. 
The use of gnw&mhn in Dat 2:14 is like that 
in Dan 2:14, above; its use in Dat 2:15 
could be rendered “[severe] decree [of the 
king].] 
 
Act 20:3 where he stayed for three months. 
He was about to set sail for Syria when a 
plot was made against him by the Jews, and 



Suri/an e0ge/neto gnw&mhj tou= 
u9postre/fein dia_ Makedoni/aj 
 
1Co 1:10 Parakalw~ de\ u9ma~j, a0delfoi/, 
dia\ tou= o0no/matoj tou= kuri/ou h9mw~n 
0Ihsou= Xristou= i3na to\ au0to\ le/ghte 
pa&ntej kai\ mh\ h]| e0n u9mi=n sxi/smata, h]te 
de\ kathrtisme/noi e0n tw~| au0tw|~ noi6 kai\ e0n 
th=| au0th=| gnw&mh| 
 
1Co 7:25 Peri\ de\ tw~n parqe/nwn 
e0pitagh\n kuri/ou ou0k e1xw gnw&mhn de\ 
di/dwmi w(j h0lehme/noj u9po\ kuri/ou 
pisto\j ei]nai 
  
40  makariwte/ra de\ e0stin e0a_n ou3twj 
mei/nh|, kata\ th\n e0mh\n gnw&mhn dokw~ de\ 
kagw_ pneu=ma qeou= e1xein 
 
2Co 8:10 kai\ gnw&mhn e0n tou/tw| di/dwmi: 
tou=to ga_r u9mi=n sumfe/rei oi3tinej ou0 
mo/non to\ poih=sai a0lla\ kai\ to\ qe/lein 
proenh/rcasqe a0po\ pe/rusi: 
 
Phm 1:14 xwri\j de\ th=j sh=j gnw&mhj 
ou0de\n h0qe/lhsa poih=sai, i3na mh\ w(j kata_ 
a0na&gkhn to\ a)gaqo/n sou h]| a0lla\ kata\ 
e9kou/sion 
 
 
Rev 17:13 ou[toi mi/an gnw&mhn e1xousin 
kai\ th\n du/namin kai\ e0cousi/an au0tw~n tw~| 
qhri/w| dido/asin 
 
 17  o9 ga_r qeo\j e1dwken ei0j ta\j kardi/aj 
au0tw~n poih=sai th\n gnw&mhn au0tou= kai\ 
poih=sai mi/an gnw&mhn kai\ dou=nai th\n 
basilei/an au0tw~n tw~| qhri/w| a1xri 
telesqh/sontai oi9 lo/goi tou= qeou= 
 
 

so he decided to return through 
Macedonia. 
 
1Co 1:10 Now I appeal to you, brothers 
and sisters, by the name of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, that all of you be in agreement and 
that there be no divisions among you, but 
that you be united in the same mind and the 
same purpose. 
 
1Co 7:25 Now concerning virgins, I have 
no command of the Lord, but I give my 
opinion as one who by the Lord’s mercy is 
trustworthy. 
 
 40 But in my judgment she is more blessed 
if she remains as she is. And I think that I 
too have the Spirit of God. 
 
2Co 8:10 And in this matter I am giving 
my advice: it is appropriate for you who 
began last year not only to do something 
but even to desire to do something— 
 
Phm 1:14 but I preferred to do nothing 
without your consent, in order that your 
good deed might be voluntary and not 
something forced. 
 
Rev 17:13 These are united [literally: 
“have one opinion”] in yielding their 
power and authority to the beast; 
 
 17 For God has put it into their hearts to 
carry out his purpose by agreeing 
[literally: “make one purpose”] to give 
their kingdom to the beast, until the words 
of God will be fulfilled. 
 
 

 


